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I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum fluctuations limit the precision of measurements
leading to different quantum limits in different contexts
1,2. The continual improvement of experimental techniques
and the interest in performing more accurate measurements
compel the thorough examination of quantum limits, their
actual range of application, and even the possibility of over-
coming them. This effort has led to discover that some quan-
tum limits previously taken for granted are actually not uni-
versal, being surpassed by suitable detection schemes 3–5.
In particular, it has been recently shown that nonlinear
transformations can break the Heisenberg limit 6. The
Heisenberg limit states that the minimum detectable phase
shift is of the order of the inverse of the number of photons.
It has been shown that this applies only to linear phase shifts,
i.e., when the generator of the transformation encoding the
signal in the output field state is the photon number operator.
For nonlinear transformations the uncertainty can be below
the Heisenberg limit, even when using semiclassical input
states. Therefore nonlinear transformations can improve the
capabilities of current technology via a more efficient use of
the energy resources 7.
In this work we analyze to what extent practical imper-
fections, such as detection inefficiencies, might deteriorate
the performance of nonlinear measuring strategies surpassing
the Heisenberg limit. This issue is relevant since it is known
that other proposals reaching quantum limits are extremely
sensitive to practical imperfections that spoil their perfor-
mance.
In order to avoid detrimental effects as far as possible we
focus on schemes beating the Heisenberg limit using semi-
classical input states since this choice favors the overall ro-
bustness against imperfections. However, this point should
be examined with some care since it is known that nonlinear
transformations can convert semiclassical states into non-
classical ones which are extremely fragile against practical
disturbances 8.
The detection scheme to be analyzed is outlined in Sec. II.
The problem we are addressing is an example of parameter
estimation where a proper data analysis is crucial, as demon-
strated by previous failed attempts to beat quantum limits
9. For the sake of completeness and rigor we follow two
strategies of data analysis. In Sec. III we use a simple propa-
gation of errors while in Sec. IV we use the Fisher informa-
tion and the Cramér-Rao lower bound. For the sake of com-
parison in the Appendix we outline an equivalent analysis for
linear detection schemes reaching the Heisenberg limit using
squeezed states.
II. DETECTION SCHEME
The detection scheme is outlined in Fig. 1. We consider a
single-mode field with complex amplitude operator a. The
input state undergoing the nonlinear transformation is a
semiclassical coherent state  with a=. The nonlin-
ear transformation to be considered is of the Kerr-type, so
that the field state after the nonlinear transformation is
 = eia
†a2 . 2.1
The purpose of the detection is to infer the value of  by
performing a suitable measurement on . From a practical
perspective, we must regard  as a function of a given physi-
cal variable, such as time, length, frequency, temperature,
stress, et cetera, that is to be monitored by the detection
scheme. For example, nonlinear transformations occur in the
propagation of light in nonlinear media, so that  depends on
the length, density, and temperature of the medium, and the
frequency, polarization, and intensity of the light, among
other variables.
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FIG. 1. Outline of the detection scheme showing the input field
mode a prepared in a coherent state  experiencing a nonlinear
unitary transformation encoding the signal  in the transformed
state . The beam splitter BS1 describes the effect of nonunit
detection efficiencies so that the real scheme performs the homo-
dyne measurement of the quadrature X˜ of the mode a˜ leaving BS1
by mixing the signal beam with a strong local oscillator at beam
splitter BS2.
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As a suitable observable we consider the measurement of
the quadrature operator X= a+a† /2. This can be achieved
in practice by mixing the signal mode at a beam splitter
beam splitter BS2 in Fig. 1 with a strong local oscillator,
and detecting the field intensities leaving the two output
ports homodyne detection.
The effect of nonunit detection efficiencies 1 can be
conveniently described by a fictitious beam splitter of trans-
mittance  BS1 in Fig. 1 placed before an ideal scheme
with unit efficiency detectors 10. Therefore this scheme
performs an exact measurement of the quadrature X˜ = a˜
+ a˜† /2 of the mode a˜=a+1−a0, where a0 is a field
mode in the vacuum state 00 mixed with the signal mode a
at the beam splitter BS1. In terms of the quadratures of the
corresponding modes we have X˜ =X+1−X0. Since
mode a0 is in the vacuum state there is a simple relationship
between the statistics of X and X˜ that can be easily derived
from characteristic functions of the form
Px =
1
1 −   dxe−x − x2/1−P1x ,
2.2
where Px  is the probability of the outcome x of the
measurement of X˜ while P1x  is the statistics in the ideal
case =1
P1x = 	xeia
†a22, 2.3
x being the eigenvector of X with eigenvalue x.
III. PROPAGATION OF UNCERTAINTIES
The fluctuations X˜ of the measured observable X˜ imply
some uncertainty  for the inferred value of the transfor-
mation variable . In most cases a very simple data treat-
ment that highlights the fundamental points without involved
numerics is available. Since the parameter to be detected is
small enough 	1, which is the case of interest in precision
measurements, a linear propagation of uncertainties is ad-
equate leading to 11
 =
X˜
d	X˜ /d
=
X˜
	X˜ ,a†a2
, 3.1
where these magnitudes are evaluated in the state 00 at
=0 i.e., in the state 00.
In our case we have
X˜ 2 = X2 + 1 − X02 =
1
2
,
X˜ ,a†a2 = 2a†a2 − a†2a +
2
a − a† , 3.2
leading to 2=1/ 8n2y¯2, where y¯= i*− /2 and n
is the mean number of photons n= 2. For fixed n the mini-
mum  is obtained for maximum y¯, so that = in, y¯
=2n, leading to
2 =
1
16n3
. 3.3
We can appreciate that the consequence of nonideal de-
tection is only the reduction of the effective number of pho-
tons. This does not deteriorate the overall performance since
we can see that even with inefficient detection 2 still
scales as 1 /n3, which is much better than the Heisenberg
limit 1 /n2. Therefore this kind of detection is robust against
practical imperfections.
In general, the physical agent to be detected will give rise
also to a linear transformation since the linear and nonlinear
susceptibility depend essentially on the same set of variables,
so that a†a2 should be replaced throughout by a linear com-
bination of a†a and a†a2. The relevant point is that the
linear and nonlinear contributions lead to a competition of
terms in the denominator of Eq. 3.1 with different depen-
dence on the photon number, n1/2 and n3/2, respectively.
Therefore in order to surpass the Heisenberg limit it is cru-
cial that the nonlinear term should be larger than the linear
one. This can occur in the context of electromagnetically
induced transparency 12 where giant nonlinear effects aris-
ing even at low photon levels allow the predominance of the
nonlinear part for large intensities. Moreover, this is actually
accompanied by a suppression of the linear susceptibility as
shown in Ref. 13. For other not so optimal implementations
the deteriorating effects of the linear part might be avoided
by inserting another medium in the path of the local oscilla-
tor with a similar linear susceptibility but vanishing nonlin-
ear effects so that the linear parts will mutually compensate
an analog of the compensating plate in Michelson interfer-
ometers.
It can be noticed that the nonlinear transformation 2.1
formally coincides with the effect caused by radiation pres-
sure in high power interferometers with mobile mirrors, as it
is the case of the detection of gravitational waves 4,5,14.
The equivalence suggests that radiation pressure provides an-
other practical implementation of the approach presented in
this work. In this regard it must be noted that previous analy-
sis of interferometers with radiation pressure focus on mea-
suring arrangements monitoring the position of the mirrors.
Since for collimated beams radiation pressure does not de-
pend on this variable the associated nonlinear transformation
does not contribute to the generator of the transformation
appearing in the denominator of Eq. 3.1. Instead, it affects
the detected observable in the numerator, essentially causing
an intensity-dependent rotation of the field quadratures. This
alteration can be nevertheless compensated by a suitable
choice of the input fields 5, so that the ultimate precision is
the same for interferometers with mobile and fixed mirrors
14.
IV. ACCURACY VIA FISHER INFORMATION
The simple error propagation carried out above might be
criticized as being too simple and more adequate to a classi-
cal framework than to a quantum one 15. In this regard the
Cramér-Rao lower bound provides a more rigorous approach
to statistical parameter estimation in terms of quantum prob-
ability distributions 16.
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The Cramér-Rao lower bound states that the root mean
square error 
 of any unbiased estimator 
 of  satisfies the
inequality 
1/F, where F is the Fisher information
F = dx 1Px , 
 Px 
2
. 4.1
In the following we will consider very small  so that the
Fisher information is evaluated at the origin =0. We also
assume the optimum value for the coherent amplitude 
= in derived above.
For the evaluation of the  derivative of Px  we first
compute
 

	xeia
†a2
=0
= i	xa†a2  i2	xa†2
= − i
n
2
x − x
2
	x
 in2 − 8n3x	x , 4.2
where we have retained only the leading terms in n, and we
have used X-quadrature representation for X and its conju-
gate operator Y = ia†−a /2. Then we get
P1x0 =
1

e−x
2
,  

P1x
=0
= −32n3

xe−x
2
.
4.3
Using relation 2.2 we finally get
Px0 =
1

e−x
2
,  Px


=0
= −32n3

xe−x
2
,
4.4
leading to
F = 16n3, 
2 
1
16n3
. 4.5
This result confirms the conclusions of the simpler ap-
proach in Sec. III. Nonunit quantum efficiency deteriorates
the resolution of nonlinear detection schemes very mildly, in
sharp contrast to what occurs in linear schemes using non-
classical input states, as recalled in the Appendix . The equal-
ity between Eqs. 3.3 and 4.5 can be ascribed to the fact
that from Eq. 4.4 and for 	1 the statistics of the mea-
surement of X˜ can be expressed as a Gaussian
Px 
1

e−x +
8n32
. 4.6
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have analyzed the resolution of a nonlinear measuring
scheme for precision detection with semiclassical input states
when we take into account nonunit detection efficiencies. We
have shown that the detection scheme is robust against prac-
tical imperfections so that the beating of the Heisenberg limit
persists even under inefficient detection.
In this regard it is worth noting that there is an extensive
literature focusing on the use of nonlinear transformations in
order to generate the optimum states for the detection of
linear phase shifts 2,6. The scheme analyzed in this work
changes the perspective by proposing that the nonlinear
transformations should be used to encode the signal to be
detected. This measuring strategy would greatly improve the
precision and robustness of detection schemes.
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APPENDIX: NONUNIT QUANTUM EFFICIENCY
IN LINEAR SCHEMES
For the sake of comparison and completeness we examine
the effect of inefficient detectors in measuring schemes based
on linear phase shifts. The basis is the same as illustrated in
Fig. 1. There are only two differences: i The phase shift is
generated by the number operator a†a instead of its square,
and ii the input state is a coherent squeezed state , so that
=expia†a, where for the state  we have Y
=1/2, and X= /2,  being a constant.
The linearized analysis of Sec. III leads to
X˜ 2 =
 −  + 1
2
X˜ ,a†a = iY , A1
so that the analog of Eq. 3.1 gives
2 =
 −  + 1
2y¯2
, A2
where y¯= 	Y. Next we consider the optimum resolution for
fixed mean number of photons n= 	a†a using the relation
n =
1
2
	X2 + 	Y2 + X2 + Y2 − 1 
x¯2 + y¯2
2
+
1
4
,
A3
where x¯= 	X and we have retained just the leading terms in
1/ since after Eq. 3.1 the optimum results will be ob-
tained when 	1 so that X˜ is as small as possible. Then
we have
2 =
 −  + 2
4n − 1 − x¯2
. A4
For ideal detectors =1 the minimum of  for fixed n is
obtained for =1/ 2n and x¯=0, leading to the Heisenberg
limit 2=1/ 4n2. On the other hand when 1 and n
1 the minimum  for fixed n is obtained when 
1− / 4n, x¯=0, and y¯22n, leading to 21
− / 4n=2. We can appreciate that for nonideal detec-
tors the resolution is far from the Heisenberg limit. As a
matter of fact the use of squeezed states reports no benefit,
since the same scaling of  with n can be achieved using
exclusively semiclassical coherent states.
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On the other hand, in order to compute the Fisher infor-
mation we assume the optimum input condition x¯=0 derived
above so that  is defined by the eigenvalue equation X
+ iY= iy¯, and
	x =
1
1/4
eiy¯xe−x
2/2
. A5
Then we have
 

	xeia
†a
=0
= i	xa†a =
i
2
x2 − 
2
x2
− 1	x
  i2
 1 + y¯2 − y¯x	x , A6
where we have retained the leading terms in y¯ and 1/.
Finally we get
P1x0 =
1

e−x
2/
,  P1x


=0
= −
2y¯x
3
e−x
2/
A7
and
Px0 =
1
1 +  − 
e−x
2/1+−
,
 Px


=0
= −
2y¯x
1 +  − 3
e−x
2/1+−
,
A8
leading to
F =
2y¯2
 −  + 1
, 
2 
 −  + 1
2y¯2
, A9
which is exactly the same result in Eq. A2 obtained via
error propagation.
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